
Sao Paulo, February 6th 2011. 

Gentleman, 

It follows some thoughts on the Brazilian direct selling industry: 

Direct selling plus internet and digital technologies combined will reinvigorate the direct selling 

industry which will continue to prosper in the XXI Century. Direct selling is as old as humanity 

and is part of business essence: two individuals do business directly because both of them 

have something to gain (basic economic concept). 

The objective of this article is to invite you to ask (and to answer) a few questions: Which 

business can be reinvented in this century adding direct selling (something hot) to the internet 

(cold) and digital technology thru innovative processes? 

A sales representative, iPAD, internet and innovative ideas will make a revolution in direct 

selling and in many industries as well. Does it make sense to you and to your business? 

Don’t hesitate to contact me, if it makes sense to you, or if you have additional questions in 

relation to the direct selling market in Brazil. My purpose in business is to help companies and 

businesses to make sense out of direct selling. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Luiz M Flores 

Direct selling business consultant  

lflores@chicagobooth.edu 

lflores@amcham.com.br 

http://teoriadosanduiche.wordpress.com 

Skype lflores51 cellular (005511) 9986-3660 
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Sao Paulo, February 5th 2011. 

Direct Selling  
Our objective in this article is to review part of the history, the present and perspectives of the 

direct selling industry in Brazil.  

Some definitions 
Direct selling includes a sales representative in the sales intermediation process. Catalog 

selling is another type of direct selling without the intermediation of a sales representative. 

The same applies to internet sales. We won´t consider here catalog or internet selling. 

Glorious Past  
Direct selling in Brazil starts back in 1958 when Avon arrives (local subsidiary of Avon 

Products). It has over fifty years as an organized industry. Operations started around 1960 

when manufacturing facilities were completed and capable to deliver something like 400 

million units per year, volume that was actually achieved only a few decades later. 

The success of Avon in Brazil was so high that dividend payouts surpassed thousands of times 

the initial investment (a few million dollars while profit and capital repatriation surpassed US$ 

billion figure). It started up with a few sales representatives and there are nearly 3 million 

professionals nowadays selling many brands from many different industries. 

Total historical sales of the direct selling industry in Brazil surpass US$ 250 billion at current 

price levels considering all previous 50 years: 33% went to the pocket of sales reps, 20% as 

taxes to the government, 20% as profits to investors, 20% to goods and services’ providers and 

around 7% as salaries. 

The startup was so difficult that only a few visionary people believed it would survive (as it is 

always the case).  

There are over 100 direct selling companies in Brazil with presence in all geographic regions, 

selling cosmetics,  fragrances, toiletries, underwear, books, shoes, home appliances including 

electric-electronics, home plastic items, diet supplements, cleaning products, school pads, 

music, Christmas gift articles, batteries, and hundreds of other consumer products. 

The non CFT share of sales is so significant that it already represents nearly 50% of Avon sales 

in Brazil and almost 100% of the sales mix of many small and average size direct selling 

companies. 

Financial services are also sold thru direct selling as well as health plans and other services. 

Which are some reasons for this glorious past history? 

 Work opportunity for women – individuals acting as entrepreneurs 

 Family additional income opportunity, in economic crisis or not 

 Strength of the direct selling personal contact (face to face business approach) 

 Geographic coverage and lack of national presence of retail outlets 
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 Sales campaigns – 18 campaigns/ year = 50% sales advantage 

 Sales offers and impulse selling 

 Retention and motivation campaigns aiming at sales representatives 

 Some market informality and lack of regulation benefiting reinvestments  

 Automatic market segmentation – what is bought is delivered (just in time) 

 Ability to deliver in time according to booked orders (confidence) 

 Technology and innovation investments over time 

 The same prices to consumers from South thru North (no regional price differences) 

 To be part of a movement…be part of something elevated… 

 The size of the selling basket – to sell what the customer wants to buy 

 Continuous contact between a sales representative and her customer every campaign 

We can summarize all these points into three points: Industry attractiveness to a) end-users; b) 

to the business channel and c) to manufacturers and other business partners. There is not only 

significant value addition, but fair gain distribution among all stakeholders. 

There is also: a) indirect government support; b) natural barriers of entry; c) not so much 

margin compression compared to retail. 

 

The present of direct selling in Brazil  
Direct selling industry grew in Brazil 25% in 2010 compared to 2009 (US$ 17 billion sales at 

consumer´s prices) and it grew 13% in 2009 compared to 2008 (US$13 billion) – source ABEVD. 

A reasonable growth estimate for 2011 is 20% compared to 2010 (US$ 20 billion). 

The industry continues to be as strong as in glorious past days. It corresponds approximately to 

1% of Brazilian GDP at current prices (US$ 1.7 trillion). 

Let´s see a few examples of what is going on: 

Jequiti Cosmetics is considered now the “jewel of the crown” of Silvio Santos Group (Oesp 

Nov/14th/2010) with a market value of nearly US$ 450 million and sales estimates of US$ 225 

for 2010. This company does not have ten years of existence and the startup phase was not 

brilliant. 

Avon Products bought Silpada (Jewelry Company) in the US for US$ 650 MM. Silpada started 

up operations in 1997 and has current sales of US$ 230 MM; therefore, the price multiplier is 

near three after 13 years of operations. 

It shows not only the strength of direct selling in Brazil but also in the US, a mature market. 

Brazil occupies nowadays the third world place in direct selling behind US and Japan, but the 

eighth economy position considering the country overall GDP compared to other countries. 

“The Book Thief” (Australian author Markus Zusak) sold one million units in Brazil so far and 

28% thru direct selling (Oesp July/17/2010). Retail price was US$ 20 and US$ 11 in direct 

selling (Home Shopping Avon sales brochure). 
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Avon is already a top book seller in Brazil, without putting too much focus in this segment. 

This year Hinode (direct selling company) and Catagua credit cards did a joint program to offer 

credit cards to 37,000 direct sales reps (Brasil Economico – September/20/2010). Other credit 

card companies are doing the same with other direct selling companies (e.g. Hermes, RJ). 

In 2010 Nestle, Coke and Batavo (food and beverage sectors) have initiated tests in direct 

selling and Nestle has already surpassed 8,000 sales representatives (ABEVD). Telefonica, the 

Spaniard telecommunication giant is also testing direct selling in Sao Paulo countryside. 

Rossi Properties has a deal with De Millus (RJ) to sell new households thru De Millus direct 

selling force (Valor Economico October/06/2010). 

In summary, direct selling continues to be a vibrant industry as more and more segments find 

out its attractiveness and benefits, one of them, less dependency on a single distribution 

channel, sometimes more costly and less effective compared to direct selling. 

 

The future of the direct selling industry in Brazil  
We will consider a few critical success reasons, all important for the future of direct selling in 

Brazil:  

 Brazil economic development and implications for direct selling 

 Potential growth of the total number of sales representatives 

 The “face to face” (hot) factor 

 The aspiration factor (to be part of…) 

 Internet + direct selling = industry revolution 

 Technology & innovation – stronger than ever 

 Quality of services and the difference of direct selling 

 Value-in-use – The proximity and power of services 

 The strength of sales promotions and incentives 

 18 months of sales are still powerful (compared to 12) 

 Sales segmentation 

 Brazilian tax system benefits to direct selling 

 Concentration of large retail chains 

Brazil will grow above 4% a year (GDP) and the growth of the middle class, coming from low 

social economic segments already used to direct selling, will be an important booster to direct 

selling which will grow at two digits annual rates for many years ahead and well above annual 

GDP estimates. 

Usual retail geographic distribution challenges, high cost of point of sales and other factors 

that are part of retail prices heavily affecting countryside cities, don´t affect direct selling, 

which will continue to enjoy countryside pricing competitive advantages in relation to retail. 
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The total number of sales representatives will surpass 5 million people next ten years (70% 

growth maybe in 7-8 years). 

Direct selling brings the “personal touch” to business. It cannot be replaced by internet or 

other technologies. “Face to face” is still important to a number of industries and businesses, 

where explanation, dialog and convincing the buyer (helping him to feel comfortable) are 

relevant aspects of the selling process. 

The aspiration factor (be part of) will be very relevant to the future growth of direct selling. It 

would be necessary another full article to get into the details in this case. 

Internet, innovation, digital technology won´t substitute the direct selling industry, to the 

contrary, they will strengthen and help to reinvent DS in the XXI century. It will be a dramatic 

change. 

Quality of services and “value-in-use” are differentiated factors in favor of direct selling. An 

individual entrepreneur will always provide a better service to customers compared to a retail 

employee, who many times is not paid properly, has no adequate training, and who is 

constantly thinking about new tricks not to get too much involved with customers. This is not 

the general rule, but it happens many times, as we can all feel in the Brazilian retail outlets 

every day. 

The direct selling representative is where the customer is, what allows a Taylor made service, 

near the customer actual life, potentially adding more service value (acting as a business 

consultant) while retail sales persons are used to exercise the “value-in-exchange” concept: 

you give me the money and I give you the product. About “value-in-use” and “value-in-

exchange” applied concepts you can check more at www.hanken.fi (Nordic School of Services). 

Eighteen months of sales (direct selling campaigns) will always be more than twelve (retail) 

and this is valid for last and next century as well. 

Market segmentation at retail means to offer a certain basket of products to a certain region 

or market segment, not necessarily geographic, and to organize inventories and distribution 

accordingly. In the case of direct selling you deliver what you sold. There are no regional 

inventories to organize; therefore, market segmentation is automatic. It comes from the 

market towards the manufacturer. It does not mean there are no challenges to estimate sales 

by sku´s or that one doesn´t keep inventories. 

The Brazilian tax regime (one of the more complex in the world) considers the “tax substitution 

model” in case of food, beverage, cosmetics, toiletries and many other consumer goods 

segments. When the product leaves the manufacturing facility´s door all taxes are already paid 

till the end of the chain (the consumer). There are only potential tax benefits to add the direct 

selling channel in these cases, provided one knows what to do, because to save tax is not a 

sustainable business strategic concept itself. 

The concentration of retail chains (Carrefour, W-Mart, P. Açucar – Cassino and a few others) 

already represents the bulky of consumer goods retail sales in Brazil. The commercial contract 

http://www.hanken.fi/
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terms between the chains and the average size manufacturer is like business between the lion 

and the deer: one contributes with teeth and the other with the meat. 

Less asphyxiating distribution channels are necessary to many retailers and the direct selling 

business allows better gross margin management due to higher service levels, without so 

much pressure from distribution “partners”. 

All factors above which we may summarize as “industry attractiveness” will continue to bring a 

brilliant future to direct selling in Brazil, associated with internet 2.0, social media, digital 

technology thru innovative processes that will all help to reinvent the direct selling industry in 

the XXI century in marvelous ways and double digit yearly growth rates for years and years to 

come. Direct selling will always be part of our future! 

 

Luiz M Flores 

Business Consultant – Direct Selling - Brazil 

lflores@chicagobooth.edu 

lflores@amcham.com.br 

http://teoriadosanduiche.wordpress.com 

skype lflores51   (005511) 9986-3660 
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